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ArcBlue eSolutions
Source to Contract, Procure to Pay - electronic procurement solutions can help
you reduce costs, improve sourcing and ordering efficiency, gain compliance to
contracts, increase accountability and significantly improve business intelligence on
purchasing activities.
HOW DO YOU know which solution is right and manage the impacts of reforming your
procurement practices?
The electronic procurement marketplace can be a complex and rapidly changing
environment. ArcBlue eSolutions can help you determine your needs, decipher the
marketplace and put a robust implementation plan in place, quickly and efficiently.
PROCUREMENT REFORM THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
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ArcBlue can look at your holistic business requirements, deliver a Procurement reform solution, provide
Business and Technical Requirements, assist with eSystem selection, partner with your chosen eSystems
providers for system implementation, and provide end-to-end reform implementation, project
management, change management, training, and benefits realisation tracking and reporting.

ArcBlue is system agnostic, which means we focus on your business needs and
matching system requirements to meet your organisation’s outcomes by:
Getting the business eReady to take advantage of new capability
Reducing risk by undertaking an in-depth discovery process and providing
knowledge on the latest technology and system capability
Matching your business needs to technical requirements, not systems
Helping you get to market faster through knowledge transfer and experience in
delivery of eProcurment solutions
Developing a robust implementation, change and training plan to support
electronic and business reform
Challenging the marketplace to meet your needs.

TALK TO US TODAY
ArcBlue can steer you through the “sales speak” so you deploy the right solution for
your business. Our framework will provide internal discovery, stakeholder engagement,
solution definition, system selection, configuration, deployment and training.
The solution is not an IT system; it is a change management process. We deliver an
outcome that improves the business and drives benefits realisation. ArcBlue can guide
you through the process that suits your business to achieve the outcome you need.
info@arcblue.com.au
+61 (03) 8400 4220
arcblue.com.au
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